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Canoeing & Kayaking
in the Ozarks

Exploring the Beauty and
Excitement that Our Area Rivers
and Lakes Have to Offer

T

here is nothing quite like spending time
on the water on a hot Arkansas day.
Whether relaxing by the pool, taking a boat
ride on the lake, or getting some exercise
on the river, hot summer days call for a
refreshing splash of water. With expansive
lakes, winding rivers and trickling creeks and
streams, Northwest Arkansas offers a wide
range of options for those looking to cool
down outside.
Though some prefer to enjoy simpler tasks
in the midst of the summer heat, there are
those who anxiously await the arrival of
summer and the outdoor opportunities that
it brings, such as river and lake canoeing and
kayaking. While canoes and kayaks have
been used as a mode of transportation for
ages, canoeing and kayaking have only been
enjoyed for recreational purposes for just over
a century; and as the home to America’s first
national river, Arkansas has been attracting
canoeing and kayaking enthusiasts to the
state for over 50 years.
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Established as a state river in 1938,
it wasn’t until 1972 that the Buffalo
River was recognized as America’s first
national river. After multiple vetoes to
dam the river, Congress and President
Nixon approved the creation of the Buffalo
National River on March 1, 1972, 100 years
to the day after the establishment of the
nation’s first national park at Yellowstone.
With more than 150 miles of floatable
waters, traveling the river by canoe or
kayak is a wonderful way to explore this
majestic and rustic setting.
“One of my favorite rivers is the Buffalo,”
says local canoer Tyrel Weston. “Canoeing
is a great way to enjoy the mountains,
seclusion and adventure in a relaxing
manner. It’s easy to kick back with friends,
do a little fishing…overall it’s just a more
relaxing experience than, say, hiking or
backpacking. Especially in the summertime
when it is so hot, it is nice to be able to be
on the water.”

While the Buffalo River holds an
interesting history, it also exposes a grand
and unique landscape. The free-flowing river
offers both swift running and placid stretches,
diverse shorelines, towering limestone bluffs,
woodlands and protected wilderness areas
and nature-watching opportunities. Home to
the state’s only elk herd, lucky visitors might
even spot a regal beast or two.
While the Buffalo River is one of our
area’s more famous waterways, Northwest
Arkansas offers several other canoeing and
kayaking hot spots located a bit closer to
home. The Kings River, for example, has
popular access points just outside of Eureka
Springs, making it a convenient option for
those not wanting to travel far. In its upper
reaches, the Kings River cuts a narrow gorge
through sandstone, shale and limestone,
while downstream highlights flora and fauna
along the rocky banks and bluffs. The Kings
River is also a popular choice with fishermen,
as no motored boats are allowed, allowing
anglers to enjoy fishing in a peaceful and
undisturbed environment.
Located an hour south of Fayetteville, the
Mulberry River, spanning approximately 70
miles through the Ozark National Forest, is
another popular option for those looking to
exercise from the seat of their boat. As one
of Arkansas’ wildest streams, the Mulberry
River is a popular choice among thrill seekers.
During the spring months, the Mulberry
River offers high water levels and sometimesdangerous conditions, resulting in a class II/
III ranking out of VI on the International
Scale of River Difficulty. While the river isn’t
well suited for first-time canoers or kayakers
during the spring months, drier months offer
milder conditions and the waters can be
enjoyed by visitors of all experience levels.
While the Buffalo, Kings and Mulberry
rivers may be Northwest Arkansas’ most
popular waterways to float, our area offers
many other smaller rivers, such as the Illinois
and War Eagle, worthy of a half or full day
float. “The options are nearly limitless,” says
Weston. “The Buffalo boasts high bluffs and
cool water, but there are several other rivers
that offer great views and excellent fishing.
Whether you are looking for some fun rapids
or a lazy float, there is something available
for everyone. Northwest Arkansas and the
Ozark Mountains are really special places to
experience many different outdoor activities.”
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Alternatively, Northwest Arkansas offers
hundreds of miles of shoreline on our area
lakes for canoeing and kayaking enthusiasts
to enjoy. Rich in natural beauty and wildlife,
Arkansas lakes offer countless destinations
for kayaking and canoe trips. While the
landscape can vary vastly from that of a river,
exploring open lake waters and quiet coves
from a canoe or kayak is a great way to get
some water exercise. While our area’s largest
lake, Beaver Lake, is popular for boating
and skiing, it is also commonly frequented
by the canoeing and kayaking crowd. With
limestone bluffs, wildlife viewing, fantastic
fishing and hidden caves and coves, there
is something for everyone to enjoy on the
waters of Beaver Lake.
Additionally, Northwest Arkansas offers
many smaller lakes for canoe and kayak fans
to explore. Lake Fayetteville, for example,
located on the northern edge of Fayetteville,
is a wonderful option for those looking
to get on the water while staying close to
home. With more than 194 acres of water
to paddle, Lake Fayetteville is perfect for
beginners looking to test out the waters and
practice their skills. Lincoln Lake, settled just
southwest of Fayetteville, is another great
nearby option, as is Lake Wedington, located
on the west side of Fayetteville.
Whether you’ve never been in a canoe or
kayak before, or if you’ve paddled your entire
life, Northwest Arkansas offers a plethora of
options for those looking to enjoy our area’s
beautiful waters. As the weather warms up
and life slows down, get outside and enjoy
all that our area has to offer. Try a lake or
a river close by, or plan a trip and spend a
weekend somewhere a bit further from home.
Whatever you do and wherever you go, there’s
adventure waiting to be had, and enjoying that
adventure from the seat of a canoe or kayak is
truly a wonderful place to start.
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Stephen with Lyra (his girlfriend’s dog) and Sammy

Meet Local Kayaker and
Outdoor Enthusiast
Stephen Turner
Appreciating the beauty that Northwest
Arkansas has to offer, local personal trainer,
nature photographer and outdoor enthusiast
Stephen Turner takes every opportunity that
he can to enjoy some time on the water.
Multiple times a week Turner loads up his
four-legged friend, Samson the Great, or
Sammy for short, his kayak and his camera
gear, and hits the water. While Turner enjoys
outdoor exercise of all kinds, he took up
kayaking as a way to involve his 11-year-old
golden retriever as hiking and other outdoor
activities became hard on the dog’s joints. “I
love being outdoors and I love having my
dog with me,” says Turner. “We have had so
many adventures together. As he is getting
older, he struggles due to his joints. Leaving
him at home was not an option, so I decided
to try out kayaking.”
Apparently, for both Sammy and Turner,
it worked. Turner has kayaked well over
1,000 miles with his furry companion in the
course of just a year and a half. “My biggest
incentive was that I could still have Sammy
with me,” says Turner. “He has never left
my side.”

Learning from Sammy’s experiences,
Turner encourages his personal-training
clients dealing with leg problems or joint
issues to give kayaking a try. “These people
don’t think they can do anything, but they
can,” says Turner. “Kayaking is easy on
joints and puts no pressure on your legs.
Plus, studies show that if you change your
environment, you actually accomplish more.”
Aiming to motivate people to become
more physically active, in August of 2013
Turner paddled approximately 77 miles
across Beaver Lake with Sammy on his lap.
“It was something that seemed unattainable,
but was a win-win, as I could do it with
Sammy,” says Turner. “Plus, I thought that
I could encourage others to be active with
their dogs.”
Since that trip, Turner has kayaked nearly
every body of water within a 150-mile
radius of Fayetteville. His goal is to motivate
everyone he meets, encouraging them to
find purpose in all that they do. “I hope to
continue to educate people about the benefits
of kayaking,” says Turner. “I incorporate
kayaking with my clients, and the results
have been phenomenal. Whenever I am out
and see the beauty of creation, it refreshes me.
Regardless of what we accomplish in a day,
my hope is that my clients can take something
from it even when I am not there.” ■

